Highlights d Centromeric chromatin in oocytes decompacts as females age d MI/MII kinetochores built on decompacted centromeres fragment into multiple lobes d A partial loss of cohesin is sufficient to mimic these changes in young eggs d Fragmented kinetochores frequently interact incorrectly with spindle microtubules SUMMARY Chromosome segregation errors during female meiosis are a leading cause of pregnancy loss and human infertility. The segregation of chromosomes is driven by interactions between spindle microtubules and kinetochores. Kinetochores in mammalian oocytes are subjected to special challenges: they need to withstand microtubule pulling forces over multiple hours and are built on centromeric chromatin that in humans is decades old. In meiosis I, sister kinetochores are paired and oriented toward the same spindle pole. It is well established that they progressively separate from each other with advancing female age. However, whether aging also affects the internal architecture of centromeres and kinetochores is currently unclear. Here, we used super-resolution microscopy to study meiotic centromere and kinetochore organization in metaphase-II-arrested eggs from three mammalian species, including humans. We found that centromeric chromatin decompacts with advancing maternal age. Kinetochores built on decompacted centromeres frequently lost their integrity and fragmented into multiple lobes. Fragmentation extended across inner and outer kinetochore regions and affected over 30% of metaphase-II-arrested (MII) kinetochores in aged women and mice, making the lobular architecture a prominent feature of the female meiotic kinetochore. We demonstrate that a partial cohesin loss, as is known to occur in oocytes with advancing maternal age, is sufficient to trigger centromere decompaction and kinetochore fragmentation. Microtubule pulling forces further enhanced the fragmentation and shaped the arrangement of kinetochore lobes. Fragmented kinetochores were frequently abnormally attached to spindle microtubules, suggesting that kinetochore fragmentation could contribute to the maternal age effect in mammalian eggs.
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In Brief
Aneuploidy in eggs increases dramatically as females age. Zielinska et al. show that aging affects the internal architecture of centromeres and kinetochores in mammalian eggs, including humans. As cohesin is lost, centromeric chromatin decompacts and kinetochores fragment, which is linked to incorrect chromosome-microtubule attachments.
INTRODUCTION
Chromosome segregation is driven by interactions between spindle microtubules and kinetochores, the macromolecular structures that assemble on centromeric nucleosomes containing the histone variant CENP-A [1] [2] [3] . These interactions allow the microtubule spindle to direct chromosome movement in space and time [4] [5] [6] . Failure to correctly attach all kinetochores generates cells with too many or too few chromosomes, a condition known as aneuploidy. Aneuploidy is particularly prominent in female meiosis: 20%-70% of human eggs carry an incorrect number of chromosomes, making chromosome segregation errors in oocytes a leading cause of pregnancy loss and human infertility [7] [8] [9] .
Given the important role of kinetochores and centromeres in chromosome segregation, their structure has been studied extensively in mitosis [2, 10] . By contrast, our understanding of the internal architecture of centromeres and kinetochores in mammalian meiosis is still very limited. Studies in mice and humans have predominantly focused on the spacing between sister kinetochores during the two meiotic divisions [8, 9] . These studies revealed that the distance between sister kinetochores increases both in meiosis I [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and meiosis II [17, [19] [20] [21] [22] with advancing female age. This increase has been linked to an age-related loss of cohesin from chromosomes [23] , as cohesins play an important role in sister kinetochore pairing and the cohesion between metaphase-I (MI) chromosomes and metaphase-II (MII) chromatids [11, [24] [25] [26] [27] . In particular, centromeric cohesins pair sister kinetochores into a single functional unit during meiosis I, and physically link sister chromatids in meiosis II [28] . Cohesins are thought to be exceptionally long lived in oocytes and to gradually dissociate from chromosomes as females get older [12, 13, 23, 29, 30] . As cohesin levels decline, the space between sister kinetochores progressively increases. This has functional consequences for both meiosis I and meiosis II. Split meiosis-I sister kinetochores are more likely to form incorrect attachments to spindle microtubules [14, 17] , and insufficient centromeric cohesion in meiosis II results in chromosomes separating prematurely into single chromatids [21, 31, 32] and aneuploidy [33] [34] [35] [36] . However, although it is well established that sister kinetochores in oocytes separate . 100% was assigned to the mean intensity of young groups. Box plots show median (horizontal white lines), mean (small white squares), 25th and 75th percentiles (boxes), and 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers). (B) Representative metaphase-II chromosomes from a young and an old mouse egg (8-and 62- week-old females, respectively) visualized with Airyscan microscopy (z projections of 14-16 sections, acquired every 0.18 mm). Centromeres (green, CENP-A) and DNA (blue, Hoechst) are shown. Scale bars represent 2 mm in overviews, and 0.5 mm in insets. (C) Quantification of MII centromere circularity across the two age groups. A circularity value of 1.0 indicates a perfect circle. 1,776 measurements from 14 young and 17 aged MII eggs, imaged as in (B). (D) Age-related increase in centromere distortion (circularity < 0.80) in MII eggs from young and old mice, imaged as in (B). (E) Representative chromosome spread of a young MII mouse egg. DNA signal (blue, Picogreen, confocal mode), outer kinetochore region (white, Hec1, confocal mode), and the centromeric signal (green, CENP-A, STED mode) are shown. Right: one centromere in each panel (STED microscopy, grayscale; A and B, sister centromeres).
(legend continued on next page) from each other as females age, we still know very little about the internal architecture of centromeres and kinetochores in aging mammalian oocytes.
Given the importance of the kinetochore in chromosome segregation, it is conceivable that changes in the internal architecture of centromeres and kinetochores could contribute to aneuploidy in aging oocytes. This seems plausible because oocyte kinetochores are built on a centromeric chromatin scaffold that can be several decades old at the time of chromosome segregation [37] . If and how centromeric chromatin changes with age, and whether this affects the architecture of the kinetochores that are built upon it, are currently unclear.
We therefore analyzed whether the internal organization of the meiotic centromere and kinetochore change as females age. In particular, we used quantitative super-resolution microscopy to analyze the architecture and function of 35,700 meiotic kinetochores in three mammalian species, including humans. In most experiments, we studied the internal architecture of kinetochores during metaphase of meiosis II, as sister kinetochores are spatially separated from each other during this stage, which greatly facilitates the analysis of individual kinetochores. By contrast, sister kinetochores are predominantly fused during metaphase I [38] , which impedes the assessment of individual kinetochores and makes this stage less suitable for studies of internal kinetochore architecture.
Our analysis suggests that the centromeric CENP-A domain, on which the kinetochore is assembled, becomes decompacted with advancing female age. This was accompanied by fragmentation of inner and outer kinetochore regions into multiple lobes in over 30% of metaphase-II kinetochores of women and aged mice. An acutely induced loss of cohesin in eggs from young mice was sufficient to trigger the decompaction of CENP-A-containing chromatin, as well as kinetochore fragmentation, causing changes to the morphology of centromeres and kinetochores that closely resembled those in eggs from naturally aged females. Microtubule pulling further enhanced kinetochore fragmentation and shaped the pattern of the kinetochore lobules. Based on these data, we propose a model whereby the age-related cohesin loss not only favors aneuploidy by inducing a premature loss of cohesion within meiosis-I bivalents and meiosis-II chromosomes but also disrupts the organization of centromeric chromatin and thereby destabilizes the meiotic kinetochore in females.
RESULTS

The Centromeric CENP-A Domain Decompacts as Oocytes Age
To investigate whether aging affects the organization of centromeres, we used immunofluorescence microscopy to assess metaphase-II-arrested (MII) eggs from mice of different ages. In particular, we compared 8-week-old and 60-to 64-week-old FVB-N mice, which correspond to reproductively young and old females, as evident from a strong increase in aneuploidy in the aged group ( Figure S1A ).
MII centromeres in the aged group had strongly decreased levels of the centromere-specific histone variant CENP-A (Figure 1A) , consistent with observations in prophase-arrested oocytes [39] . Strikingly, the centromeres also differed in their architecture. Whereas young centromeres had a compact CENP-A signal when visualized with Airyscan microscopy ( Figure 1B Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, which has greater resolving power [40] , revealed multiple clustered CENP-A foci within the aged centromeric domain (Figures 1F and S1B). This was in contrast to the compact appearance of centromeres in young eggs (Figures 1E and S1B). Consistent with age-related decompaction, the CENP-A domain was distributed over a larger surface area in eggs from older mice ( Figure 1G ). Decompaction of individual centromeres into multiple subunits was also evident in meiosis-I bivalents ( Figure S1C , yellow arrowheads), suggesting that it is a general feature of aged meiotic centromeres. Altogether, these results establish that centromeric chromatin in oocytes and eggs decompacts as females age.
Kinetochores Built on Decompacted Centromeres Fragment into Lobes
Next, we asked whether kinetochores, which assemble upon centromeres, also show age-related changes in mammalian eggs. We first examined the outer kinetochore components on chromosome spreads. The outer kinetochore Hec1 domain that directly interacts with spindle microtubules appeared distorted in aged mouse eggs, and was frequently fragmented into two prominent lobes ( Figures 1H, 1I , and S1D). In 75% of cases, the centromeric CENP-A region and the Hec1 kinetochore domain were concordant, with both appearing either (F) Representative chromosome spread of an MII egg from an old mouse (63 weeks), labeled as in (E). (G) Surface area of CENP-A centromeric domains in MII eggs from young and aged mice, acquired as in (E) and (F). Distortion of the centromeric domain was measured as the surface area of the smallest circle encompassing the CENP-A signal (119 young and 221 aged centromeres analyzed). Mean and SD are shown. (H) Representative Airyscan-imaged metaphase-II chromosome from an aged mouse egg (61-week-old female). Outer kinetochores (white, Hec1), centromeres (green, CENP-A), and DNA (blue, Hoechst) are shown. Scale bars represent 1 mm in overview, and 0.5 mm in insets. (I) Quantification of kinetochore configurations visualized with Airyscan microscopy, based on the outer Hec1 signal in 37 MII mouse eggs (3 experiments), labeled as in (H). (J) Quantification of how frequently the MII outer kinetochore pattern follows changes in the underlying centromeric domain. Concordant indicates centromere/ outer kinetochore pairs where the CENP-A/Hec1 signals were both either compact or fragmented. 740 centromeres and their corresponding kinetochores from 19 old MII mouse eggs (3 experiments), labeled as in (B) and (H). Young MII eggs: 8-week-old females; aged eggs (12 animals): 60-to 64-week-old females. Scale bars represent 4 mm in overviews, and 0.5 mm in insets in (E) and (F). p values are designated as *p < 0.05 and ****p < 0.0001. p values were calculated with Student's t test (I) and Fisher's exact test (D). In (A), mean fluorescence measurements per egg were compared by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey's test. Error bars show SEM. White arrows point to compact kinetochores, and yellow arrows point to lobes within a fragmented MII kinetochore. See also Figure S1 . (G) Multi-lobular kinetochore configurations (2 or >2 distinct lobes) and their occurrence in MII eggs from humans, pigs, and aged mice. Kinetochores (magenta, CREST) and DNA (blue, Hoechst) are shown in (A), (C), and (D). In (D), microtubules are additionally labeled (green, a-tubulin). Chromosomes were fixed on intact spindles at the metaphase-II stage and imaged with Airyscan microscopy. Scale bars represent 1 mm in overview, and 0.5 mm in insets in (A) and (C) p values are designated as *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ****p < 0.0001. All p values were calculated with Student's t test. Error bars show SEM. White arrows point to compact kinetochores, and yellow arrows point to lobes within a fragmented MII kinetochore. See also Figure S2 .
Figure 3. Cohesin Loss Causes Decompaction of Centromeric Chromatin and Fragmentation of Meiotic Kinetochores
(A) Scheme of Trim-Away experiments to acutely degrade cohesins in mouse metaphase-II eggs. Trim-Away is a protein depletion tool, which uses antibodies to rapidly remove unmodified, native proteins via the antibody receptor/E3 ubiquitin ligase TRIM21 and the endogenous protein degradation machinery.
(legend continued on next page) Current Biology 29, 1-17, November 18, 2019 5 compact or fragmented ( Figure 1J ). Centromere decompaction hence correlates with the fragmentation of the outer kinetochore domain, and both are increased in aged mouse eggs.
We then tested whether the age-related changes in centromere and kinetochore architecture are also evident in intact eggs, in which the three-dimensional arrangement of chromosomes on the spindle is preserved. Because the majority of super-resolution techniques are not compatible with the size of mammalian oocytes, we employed Airyscan microscopy to establish whether the bilobed appearance is evident across the kinetochore complex. We labeled inner kinetochore plates ( Figure S2A ) with CREST antisera (Figure 2A ), which mark predominantly CENP-B [41] . Consistent with the observations for Hec1, CREST-labeled inner kinetochore plates appeared as fragmented foci in 6% and 21% of MII eggs from mice aged 8 weeks and 34-36 weeks, respectively ( Figure 2B , left and middle panels). The frequency of kinetochore fragmentation further increased to over 33% in eggs from mice older than 60 weeks ( Figure 2B , right panel). The changes in MII kinetochore architecture between young and aged eggs could not be attributed to differences in the time required for the oocytes to progress through meiosis I ( Figure S2B ). They were also not an artifact of the imaging conditions that we used, because mitotic kinetochores under identical conditions appeared as single compact structures ( Figures S2C and S2D ). Together, these data suggest that inner and outer kinetochore regions fragment into lobes in aged mouse eggs.
Kinetochore Fragmentation Is Conserved across Various Mammalian Species
To establish whether fragmented kinetochores are also present in other species, we examined eggs from humans and pigs (Figures 2C and 2D) . Around 25% of kinetochores were fragmented in MII eggs from pre-pubertal pigs and young women (Figures 2E, 2F , and S2E-S2H). The kinetochore inner plates here also predominantly reorganized into two lobes ( Figure 2G ). Consistent with our findings in aged mice, kinetochore fragmentation in human MII eggs became more apparent with advancing age, affecting 39% of meiotic kinetochores in women over 34 years ( Figure 2F ). Furthermore, in human kinetochores that appeared bilobular, the fragmentation similarly affected multiple layers of the kinetochore complex, as evident from the bilobular appearance of outer plates marked with Hec1 and CENP-F and the fibrous corona labeled with BubR1 ( Figure S2I ). Together, these data suggest that fragmentation is a prominent and widely conserved feature of the meiotic kinetochore that is already present in young women but becomes more pronounced with advancing age.
Cohesin Loss Causes Decompaction of Centromeric Chromatin and Fragmentation of Meiotic Kinetochores
We next investigated the mechanism underlying the age-related decompaction of centromeric chromatin and kinetochore fragmentation. We wondered whether the architectural changes that we observed might be linked to the loss of cohesin from chromosomes, which is well established to occur with advancing maternal age [12, 13, 30, 42] . Cohesin might be required to arrange CENP-A-containing chromatin into a compact platform that is suitable for the assembly of stable kinetochores in mammalian oocytes. This model predicts that a loss of cohesin would be sufficient to trigger CENP-A domain decompaction and kinetochore fragmentation.
To test this hypothesis, we used the Trim-Away approach to remove cohesin acutely in metaphase of meiosis II ( Figure 3A ). Trim-Away utilizes antibodies to target unmodified, native (legend continued on next page) proteins for proteasome-mediated degradation via the antibody receptor/E3 ubiquitin ligase TRIM21 [43] . In particular, we used two independent approaches to target the meiotic cohesin complex in eggs, using antibodies against the cohesin subunit Smc3 [44] and the meiosis-specific a-kleisin variant Rec8 [24, [45] [46] [47] . Quantitative immunofluorescence of Rec8 (Figures S3A-S3C) and Smc3 ( Figures S3D and S3E ) on chromosome spreads confirmed that Trim-Away of either subunit resulted in removal of cohesin complexes from the centromeric regions of MII chromosomes. Consistent with centromeric cohesin removal, all chromosomes separated into single chromatids within minutes of Rec8 or Smc3 antibody microinjection (Figures 3B, S3F, and S3G; Video S1). Thus, Trim-Away with antibodies against either Rec8 or Smc3 is consistent, and efficiently depletes centromeric cohesins in metaphase-II-arrested eggs from young mice.
We then assessed whether acute removal of cohesin was sufficient to reproduce the changes in centromeric chromatin and kinetochore architecture that we had observed in aged mice. , also frequently fragmented into two lobes upon cohesin removal. Together, these data establish that a loss of cohesin is sufficient to trigger the decompaction of centromeric chromatin and the fragmentation of inner and outer kinetochore regions, closely resembling the changes in centromere and kinetochore architecture that we observed in aged eggs.
The Extent of Kinetochore Fragmentation Correlates with the Degree of Cohesion Loss
Chromosomes in aged MII eggs are affected by loss of cohesin to different degrees [31] . Metaphase-II chromosomes in which cohesin is depleted to a lesser degree remain intact, with both chromatids still linked, and only the distance between their sister kinetochores increases. By contrast, chromosomes with more severe cohesin depletion separate completely into single chromatids ( Figure S5D ). To reproduce these different chromosome architectures in eggs from young females, we modified the Trim-Away approach to enable a partial depletion of cohesin by using lower amounts of the Smc3 antibody (Figures 4A and S5E-S5G). Under these conditions, only a subset of metaphase-II chromosomes separated into single chromatids ( Figure 4B , middle panel and Figure S5E ), although the proportion of disjointed chromosomes was still higher than following natural aging (Figure S5D) . We then used young mouse eggs partially depleted of cohesins, as well as eggs from aged mice, to determine whether the extent of cohesion loss correlates with the extent of kinetochore fragmentation.
In young eggs with partially reduced cohesin, 67% of CRESTlabeled kinetochores on single chromatids were fragmented, in comparison to only 28% on intact chromosomes (Figures 4C and 4D, left and right panels). Also within the intact chromosome class, the degree of cohesion between sister chromatids differed: some sister chromatids remained tightly associated, indicative of high cohesion levels, whereas others were still connected but separated by prominent gaps, indicative of reduced cohesion ( Figure 4C , ''tightly linked'' and ''with gaps''). Interestingly, closely associated chromatids ( Figure 4D , left panel) were less likely to show kinetochore fragmentation than chromatids with gaps ( Figure 4D , middle panel). This correlation between kinetochore fragmentation and the degree of cohesion loss was also apparent in naturally aged MII eggs from mice and humans (Figures 4E-4G; Video S3). Together, these data establish that the degree of cohesion loss correlates with the degree of kinetochore fragmentation.
Kinetochore Fragmentation Is Also Evident during Meiosis I
Our data established that MII kinetochores frequently fragment into multiple lobes in eggs of various mammalian species (Figure 2) . However, the oocyte segregates its chromosomes twice. Because cohesion in aged oocytes is already reduced in meiosis I [8, 23] , kinetochore fragmentation could in principle affect both divisions of the mammalian oocyte.
In line with this idea, fragmented kinetochores could also be detected in meiosis I in both naturally aged human and mouse oocytes (Figures S6A and S6B). To establish whether cohesin loss is also sufficient to trigger kinetochore fragmentation during meiosis I, we modified our Trim-Away approach to partially deplete cohesins at metaphase I ( Figure 5A ). In particular, we determined conditions that maintained homologous chromosome pairing in mouse oocytes (Figures 5B, 5C, and S6C) but caused an increase in sister kinetochore distance to a degree that we have previously reported in naturally aged human oocytes from women in their mid-thirties ( Figure 5D (legend continued on next page) fragmented (Figures 5F, 5G, and S6E). Thus, as cohesins are lost, sister kinetochores not only uncouple but individual MI kinetochores also fragment into lobes.
Fragmented Kinetochores Are More Likely to Be Abnormally Attached to Spindle Microtubules Next, we investigated how fragmented kinetochores interact with microtubules. We first examined whether fragmented kinetochores are still able to attach to the spindle. To achieve this, we selectively visualized kinetochore-bound microtubules (called kfibers) by briefly exposing mouse eggs to cold [48] . This revealed that fragmented kinetochores are predominantly still functional: the number of unattached kinetochores in intact chromosomes did not differ significantly between the compact and fragmented kinetochore groups ( Figure S7A ). However, whereas over 90% of intact kinetochores attached as expected to one k-fiber only, 49% of fragmented kinetochores were attached to two distinct k-fiber bundles ( Figure 6A ).
Because kinetochores become compartmentalized into two lobes with age and each fragment frequently interacts with an independent k-fiber bundle, we wondered whether fragmented kinetochores are also more likely to be merotelically attached ( Figure 6B ). Chromosome segregation errors often result from merotelic attachments, where a single kinetochore is simultaneously bound to microtubules from opposite spindle poles [14, [49] [50] [51] . These merotelically attached kinetochores will lag at anaphase onset, increasing the chances of mis-segregation [49] . Our analysis revealed that over 31% of fragmented kinetochores were merotelically attached, compared to only 7% of intact kinetochores ( Figure 6C ). Frequently, only one fragment interacted with each spindle pole (''bilobular merotelic,'' Figures  6D and 6E ). This observation may also explain why single chromatids were often able to align in the center of the meiotic spindle (Figures 6D and S7B) [50] , despite having a single kinetochore only. Although chromosome alignment is generally thought to rely on two distinct kinetochores that attach to spindle microtubules originating from opposite spindle poles, these data suggest that single meiotic kinetochores can also promote alignment of single chromatids, by splitting into two lobes, which both attach to k-fibers from opposite spindle poles ( Figure 6D ). Together, these data establish that kinetochore fragmentation correlates with abnormal kinetochore-microtubule attachments.
Microtubule Pulling Enhances and Shapes Kinetochore Fragmentation
Why are kinetochore fragmentation and merotelic attachments correlated? The age-related decompaction of centromeric chromatin and its associated kinetochore could broaden and distort the microtubule-interacting surface, which could hinder the establishment of correct microtubule attachments. Kinetochores with lateral or end-on merotelic attachments would experience pulling from opposite directions, which could further enhance their fragmentation. Centromeric chromatin decompaction and microtubule pulling could thereby generate a positive feedback loop, which would manifest in merotelic attachments and prime eggs for chromosome segregation errors. The strain on meiotic kinetochores could be further enhanced by the dynamics of spindle assembly in meiosis: kinetochores in oocytes are exposed to prolonged pulling, because meiotic spindles in both female mice and women take multiple hours to assemble fully [52] [53] [54] [55] , in a process which in humans involves several hours of spindle reorganization [54] .
To test directly whether microtubule pulling enhances kinetochore fragmentation, we decreased microtubule-dependent pulling by treating eggs with the microtubule-depolymerizing drug nocodazole. We opted for a concentration of the drug at which the pulling experienced by kinetochores is reduced but the general bipolar organization of the spindle is maintained and thus chromosomes are sufficiently individualized for kinetochore analysis. We then induced kinetochore fragmentation by Trim-Away of Smc3. We found that kinetochore fragmentation was reduced from 52% in DMSO-treated control eggs to 35% in eggs treated with low doses of nocodazole ( Figure 6F ). This suggests that microtubule pulling enhances fragmentation.
Our analysis also revealed that meiotic kinetochores preferentially reorganize their fragments into two distinct lobes (Figure 2G ). We wondered whether the bilobular appearance of the fragmented meiotic kinetochore reflects an inherent structural feature of kinetochores in meiosis, or whether it could result from clustering of multiple kinetochore fragments into two large groups by bidirectional pulling from the two spindle poles. To discriminate between these possibilities, we treated control and partially Smc3-depleted oocytes from young mice with monastrol at the onset of meiosis I, to completely eliminate the exposure of meiotic kinetochores to bidirectional pulling (Figure S7C) . Monastrol treatment leads to the formation of a microtubule ball that contains multiple microtubule-organizing centers (MTOCs) and carries the chromosomes on its surface [56, 57] . Kinetochores were still fragmented in monastrol-treated oocytes ( Figures 6G and 6H , monastrol groups). However, instead of always forming two domains, some kinetochores fragmented into multiple lobes ( Figures 6G and S7D ). Interestingly, monastrol treatment enhanced kinetochore fragmentation even in young control mouse oocytes, without depletion of cohesin ( Figure 6G (legend continued on next page) MTOC aggregate. Importantly, significantly more kinetochores became fragmented under conditions of monastrol treatment in anti-Smc3-injected oocytes, as compared to control monastrol-treated cells with intact cohesin ( Figure 6H , second and fourth columns), which further supports our model that cohesin loss primes kinetochores for fragmentation. Together, these findings suggest that although meiotic kinetochores may have inherent structural properties that bias them toward a bilobular appearance, the emergence of two lobes is promoted by bidirectional pulling and grouping of kinetochore fragments by spindle microtubules.
DISCUSSION
Our study reveals that the internal architecture of centromeres and kinetochores in mammalian eggs changes as females age: centromeric chromatin decompacts and kinetochores fragment, which is linked to an increase in incorrect microtubule attachments. Acute removal of cohesin from centromeric regions is sufficient to reproduce these age-related changes in centromere and kinetochore architecture ( Figure 7A ). We therefore favor a model whereby kinetochore distortion starts at the level of centromeric chromatin: cohesin is gradually lost from centromeric regions as females age. This loss of cohesin leads to a broadening of centromeric chromatin and an expansion of associated kinetochores ( Figure 7B ). The expanded kinetochores are more likely to interact with multiple microtubule bundles and, if the bundles originate from distinct spindle poles (merotely), bidirectional pulling can have a further negative impact on kinetochore integrity. Age-related cohesin loss could thereby prime centromeres and the associated kinetochores to be attacked and altered by spindle microtubules.
Kinetochore fragmentation could contribute to the multifactorial [7-9, 23] age-related increase in aneuploidy in eggs. In support of this possibility, we detected significantly more abnormal lateral and merotelic spindle attachments in fragmented than in compact kinetochores in eggs from aged mice. Due to limited resolution in live-oocyte microscopy, we cannot currently follow how fragmented kinetochores segregate. However, merotelic attachments are well established to contribute to aneuploidy in mitosis [49] . Chromosomes with merotelically attached fragmented meiotic kinetochores could therefore mis-segregate in eggs as well. Cohesin loss may hence cause aneuploidy in oocytes not only by leading to the premature dissociation of homologous chromosomes, sister chromatids, or sister kinetochores but also by priming kinetochores for fragmentation. We would still like to highlight that although cohesin loss was sufficient to induce changes to centromere and kinetochore morphology in eggs from young mice, multiple oocyte proteins deteriorate as females age [58] and may hence contribute to meiotic kinetochore fragmentation and the associated increase in abnormal kinetochore-microtubule attachments.
Assessing a woman's egg for kinetochore fragmentation may also help to assess the cohesin status of her oocyte pool in early stages of reproduction, because kinetochore fragmentation precedes the dissociation of chromosomes: we could already detect fragmented kinetochores in eggs from 34-to 36-weekold mice ( Figure 2B ), whereas dissociation of chromosomes into single chromatids only became prominent from 60 weeks onward ( Figure S1A ). Also in meiosis I, kinetochore fragmentation ( Figure 5F ) preceded the premature separation of the two homologous chromosomes within the bivalent ( Figure 5C ). These data therefore suggest that a loss of cohesin is first detectable at the level of the kinetochore before changes to the overall chromosome structure become evident, making kinetochore fragmentation an early readout of cohesin deterioration in aging oocytes.
Outer fibrous coronal regions of mitotic kinetochores were demonstrated to temporarily expand into a crescent before becoming stably bound by spindle microtubules [59] [60] [61] . However, these changes did not affect the centromere or inner kinetochore layers [59, 60] , which is in contrast to meiotic kinetochore fragmentation that spans across multiple layers of the kinetochore complex and also affects stably bound chromosomes at the spindle equator. It will be interesting to investigate in future studies whether cohesin depletion also causes kinetochore fragmentation in mitotic cells. Following hypotonic treatment, mitotic kinetochores unravel into more than 80 distinct subunits [62] , suggesting that they also have the potential to fragment. Although kinetochore stretching was previously artificially induced in maize meiocytes and mitotic cells [63] [64] [65] , clear distortion is a rare event under wild-type conditions in unperturbed cells [49] . In contrast, our study demonstrates that a third of kinetochores exist in a clearly fragmented state in eggs from older females, making the bilobular appearance a prominent feature of the female meiotic kinetochore. Not only are cohesin (D) Representative merotelically attached single chromatid and its respective kinetochore, aligned at the equator of a metaphase-II spindle in an aged mouse egg. levels high but also spindle assembly in mitotic cells is much more rapid than in mammalian eggs [66] , which could further explain why fragmentation is a rare event in mitosis. However, microtubule pulling could also play a role here, as some kinetochores lagging at anaphase onset also appeared bilobular when merotelic attachments were artificially increased [49] .
Oocyte-specific spindle dynamics could contribute to fragmentation not only through direct pulling but also by influencing chromosome cohesion. Mammalian eggs only complete anaphase II upon fertilization [8, 67] . Thus, eggs frequently remain arrested in metaphase II for over 12 h, a phenomenon termed post-ovulatory aging [68] . Mitotic cells artificially halted at the metaphase stage undergo cohesion fatigue: cohesion becomes gradually insufficient and sister chromatids prematurely separate [69, 70] . Importantly, cohesion fatigue occurs only in the presence of microtubule pulling [69, 71] . Although it is clear that the major cohesin decline in mammalian oocytes occurs during prophase arrest [23], the physiological metaphase-II arrest that is unique to female meiosis could further reduce cohesion levels and thereby contribute to kinetochore fragmentation and sister chromatid splitting. In line with this idea, chromosome cohesion in MII eggs becomes occasionally insufficient to keep all chromatids together as the metaphase-II arrest endures [21, 72] .
Several experiments in this study were based on a modified Trim-Away assay, which allowed us to partially deplete cohesins in oocytes and eggs from young mice. Using this assay, we were able to cause a partial dissociation of sister chromatids in young eggs, splitting of meiosis-I sister kinetochore pairs, as well as fragmentation of meiotic kinetochores, thus closely resembling the changes in chromosome and kinetochore architecture that occur during aging and have been attributed to a gradual loss of cohesin. Western blotting confirmed protein depletion from eggs, and immunofluorescence microscopy verified that our approach indeed removes cohesin from chromosomes. Due to technical limitations, as well as limited availability of antibodies to target Smc3 and Rec8 in oocytes, we only used one antibody against each cohesin complex subunit. However, the fact that the changes induced by targeting either Smc3 or Rec8 are consistent indicates that this approach is suitable to investigate the consequences of cohesin loss in mammalian oocytes and eggs.
The partial Trim-Away assay complements the previously developed mouse models heterozygous for cohesin genes [32] , which induced low cohesin levels from the time the oocytes are first formed and allowed investigations into the effects of decreased cohesin levels on the early meiotic events that precede the protracted prophase arrest. The partial Trim-Away assay allows us to deplete cohesins in oocytes that were able to progress through the early stages of meiosis with normal cohesin levels, and is therefore suitable to study the effects of a late cohesin loss, similar to that occurring in oocytes from aged females, on meiotic chromosome and kinetochore architecture.
Notably, young mice used for the Trim-Away assays have considerably larger numbers of oocytes than aged females [19] . Thus, fewer animals are required to investigate the consequences of a partial loss of cohesin for meiosis, in comparison to the natural aging mouse model. In addition, these animals only need to be maintained for short periods of time, which reduces the number of cages that have to be kept. Importantly, the partial Trim-Away approach could also be applied to other proteins that only partially deteriorate during aging, and thus further contribute to our understanding of the maternal age effect in mammals.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Primary mouse oocytes
Female FVB/N mice (6-8 weeks) were obtained directly from Janvier or from an in-house breeding colony that was generated using mice purchased from Charles River. For aging studies, week old mice were used. All mice were maintained in a specific pathogen-free environment, according to the guidelines of the MPI-bpc animal facility. The experiments involving mice have been performed in compliance with the German Law on Animal Welfare. Oocytes were collected from ovaries of 6-8 or 35-120 week old FVB/N mice and cultured at 37 C under mineral oil in homemade M2 medium supplemented with 250 mM dbcAMP (Sigma; D0627) to maintain the prophase arrest. To trigger resumption of meiosis, oocytes were release into dbcAMP-free medium. Oocytes from the FVB/N strain require the following amounts of time after release from prophase arrest (NEBD, nuclear envelope breakdown) to complete key meiotic events: 6 h 30 min to stably align all chromosomes at the metaphase plate of meiosis I and 8 h 30 min to undergo anaphase I ( Figure S2B ). Therefore, to study chromosome and kinetochore architecture in steady-state MII eggs that have reached final metaphase-II arrest, we fixed the oocytes 16 h after release into dbcAMP-free medium. In the few experiments where we investigated meiosis I chromosome and kinetochore architectures, we preserved the oocytes 7 h 15 min -8 hours after release from prophase arrest.
Primary human oocytes
All human oocytes used in this study were sourced from women undergoing assisted reproduction treatments after having obtained fully informed consent. The use of immature unfertilized human oocytes has been approved by the UK's National Research Ethics Service under the REC reference 11/EE/0346 (IRAS Project ID 84952), the Ethics Committee of Lower Saxony (Ä rtzekammer Niedersachsen) under the reference 15/2016 and the Danish Capital Region's Ethics Committee (H-16044731). The unfertilized oocytes were donated by patients at Bourn Hall Clinic (Cambridge, UK) between January 2016 and March 2018, at Kinderwunschzentrum (Gö ttingen, Germany) between September 2016 and March 2018, at the Laboratory for Reproductive Biology, Capital Region H hospitals (Copenhagen, Denmark) and INVICTA Fertility Clinic (Gdansk, Poland) between January 2016 and April 2018. 48 meiosis II eggs from 34 donors were included in the analysis. The donors were aged between 19 and 45 years and underwent ovarian stimulation for intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI). Only oocytes that were immature and hence unsuitable for the ICSI procedure were designated to the study. None of the oocytes used in this study were freeze-thawed. Oocytes were cultured as previously described [76] . In brief, following retrieval, oocytes were transported to the research lab and cultured in G-MOPS medium (Vitrolife, #10129) supplemented with 10% FBS (GIBCO, #16000044) under mineral oil (Merck, #8012-95-1) at 37 C. Only oocytes that appeared morphologically healthy and underwent NEBD within 24 hours from retrieval were included in the study. The developmental stage of the oocyte was assessed either manually by scoring for the presence of the germinal vesicle at 60 minute intervals or using a Primo Vision Evo+ timelapse camera installed inside the incubator. To analyze chromosome and kinetochore morphology at metaphase-II, the oocytes were fixed 4-9 hours after polar body extrusion.
Primary pig oocytes
Porcine ovaries were obtained from a local slaughterhouse and transported to the laboratory within 45 minutes of retrieval in a portable 37 C incubator in M2 medium supplemented with 1 mM dbcAMP. In brief, the oocytes were retrieved by aspiration of the large antral follicles with an 18-gauge needle affixed to a 1 mL disposable syringe. The fluid aspirated was then transferred to dishes containing 1 mL of M2 medium supplemented with dbcAMP and the cumulus-oocyte complexes (COC) were collected from the sediment. The COCs were then washed extensively to remove the cellular debris and transferred to droplets of M2+dbcAMP under mineral oil. Only large oocytes with homogeneous cytoplasm and surrounded by several layers of compact cumulus cells were selected for experiments. Oocytes dedicated to immunolabelling at the metaphase-II stage were released into dbcAMP-free medium and cultured for 30 hours in a 37.5 C incubator prior to fixation.
Cell culture NIH 3T3 and HEK293T cells (ATCC) were cultured in DMEM (GIBCO; 31966021) supplemented with 10% Calf Serum (Sigma; C8056) and penicillin-streptomycin at 37 C in a 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere and regularly checked to be mycoplasma-free.
METHOD DETAILS Expression constructs and mRNA synthesis
Capped mRNA was synthesized with T7 RNA polymerase (mMessage mMachine Kit Ambion), precipitated with isopropanol, and dissolved in 6 mL of RNase-free water. The following constructs were used: pGEMHE-EGFP-MAP4 and pGEMHE-SNAP-MAP4-MTBD (aa659-1125 of the microtubule binding domain of MAP4) to label microtubules, pGEMHE-H2B-mRFP to label the chromosomes, pGEMHE-CENPB-mEmerald to label kinetochores and pGEMHE-TRIM21 [43] to overexpress the mouse variant of the TRIM21 protein in the oocytes. To generate the kinetochore labeling construct, CENPB-mEmerald (Addgene, 54037) was subcloned into pGEMHE vector using the NheI and NotI restrictions sites, while other expression constructs were previously described. Quantitative microinjection was performed as outlined previously [77] . After injection of mRNAs into oocytes, the oocytes were incubated for 3 hours at 37 C to express the protein.
Antibody microinjection
The anti-Smc3 antibody used was rabbit anti-Smc3 (Abcam ab9263). The anti-Rec8 antibody was generated in-house using a previously characterized epitope [47] . The control IgG used was a normal rabbit IgG (Millipore 12-370). With the exception of anti-Smc3, all antibodies were concentrated using Amicon Ultra-0.5 100 kDa centrifugal filter devices (Millipore) to remove traces of azide and replace the buffer with PBS. Following concentrations of antibodies were used: anti-Smc3 (1 mg/ml), anti-Rec8 (2 mg/ml) and control IgG (2 mg/ml). Prior to microinjection into eggs, the antibodies were spun at 10,000 rpm (4 C) for 10 minutes and supplemented with NP-40 at a final concentration of 0.05%. Antibody microinjection into eggs was performed as described previously for mRNA microinjection [52] . For full depletion experiments in the metaphase of meiosis II, a bolus of 6 pl of anti-Smc3 or anti-Rec8 was microinjected into the eggs, whereas for partial depletion experiments 2 pl of the anti-Smc3 antibody were microinjected. For partial depletion of cohesins in meiosis I, a bolus of 4 pl of the anti-Smc3 antibody was microinjected 4.5-5.5 hours after the oocytes were released from prophase arrest. The oocytes were then fixed 7 h 15 min -8 hours after the release.
Drug addition experiments
To assess the acute effects of drugs on chromosome and kinetochore morphologies, oocytes were matured in M2 medium until they reached meiosis II and were washed into drug containing medium immediately before imaging. To partially depolymerize microtubules, TRIM-expressing eggs were treated with 50 nM nocodazole (Sigma) before the introduction of anti-cohesin antibodies. No more than 5 eggs were microinjected with the antibody at a time, to minimize the interval between cohesin degradation and exposure to the drug-free medium. The changes in microtubule dynamics were assessed live on the microscope. In order to prevent spindle bipolarization, TRIM21-overexpressing oocytes were released from the dbcAMP-induced arrest into M2 medium containing 150 mM of monastrol (Sigma). The oocytes were incubated in the drug-containing medium from release until the chromosome spreading procedure. 5 hours after the release, the MI oocytes were microinjected with a bolus of 4 pl of an anti-Smc3 antibody (1 mg/ml in PBS) or control IgG. Subsequently, they were placed on a microscope to assess chromosome organization. After additional 3 hours, chromosome spreading procedure was performed.
All drug experiments included appropriate DMSO control groups.
Chromosome spreads
Oocytes were transferred through droplets of acidic Tyrode's solution (pH 2.5) at 37 C to remove the zona pellucidae. After subsequent 14 min incubation in 1:1 FBS:water at 37 C, oocytes were fixed on a glass slide in a drop of 1% paraformaldehyde, supplemented with 0.15% Triton X-100 and 3 mM DTT [78] . For human oocyte spreads, as bursting of human MI oocytes is more variable, the oocytes were allowed to swell in a drop of 0.9% sodium citrate (w/v) prior to transfer to the formaldehyde solution. Glass slides were stored in a humidified chamber at room temperature overnight. In experiments where kinetochore architecture was assessed, following air-drying the oocytes were incubated the next morning with primary antibodies (mouse anti-Hec1, Santa Cruz sc-135934, 1:100; rabbit anti-CENP-A, Cell Signaling C51A7 1, 1:100; human ACA centromere CREST autoantibody, Antibodies Incorporated 15-234-0001, 1:100; mouse anti-CENP-C, ab50974, 1:20; sheep anti-BubR1, ab28192, 1:20) for 1 h at 37 C or overnight at RT. For AiryScan microscopy, appropriate Alexa488/546 conjugated secondary antibodies raised in goat (ThermoFisher, 1:200) were used for visualization. 1 mg/ml Hoechst was applied for DNA counterstaining. Samples for STED microscopy were counterstained with PicoGreen (ThermoFisher, 1:100) for 2h at room temperature to visualize the DNA, prior to incubation with the following secondary antibodies: STAR RED goat anti-rabbit (Abberior, 1:400) and Alexa594-conjugated goat anti-mouse (ThermoFisher, 1:200). In cases where anti-CENP-A antibody was used to visualize the centromeres, oocytes were treated for 30 min with Lambda Protein Phosphatase at 30 C prior to antibody incubation, as described previously [39] . In experiments where the fluorescence signal intensity of the centromeric pool of cohesin complexes was compared between control and Trim-Away eggs, slides were air-dried and subsequently incubated at 4 C with human CREST serum (1:250, Europa Bioproducts, FZ90C-CS1058) and an in-house anti-Rec8 antibody (1:100, epitope based on Eijpe et al., 2003 [47] ) or an anti-Smc3 antibody (rabbit anti-Smc3, Bethyl Laboratories, A300-060A) overnight. Next morning, the slides were incubated for 1h at RT with the following secondary antibodies: donkey anti-rabbit 488 and goat anti-human 546/647 (ThermoFischer, 1:200). Additionally, the DNA was visualized with 40 mM Hoechst.
Cold-mediated microtubule depolymerization assays
To determine k-fiber stability and kinetochore-microtubule attachment modes, non-kinetochore-bound microtubules were selectively depolymerized by exposing the eggs to 4 C. The durations of the cold-treatments to obtain an optimal microtubule density were adapted as follows: 6 minutes for human eggs, 10 minutes for pig eggs and 14 minutes for mouse eggs. Following the coldtreatment, the dish was removed from ice and the cells were immediately fixed and processed for immunofluorescence microscopy. K-fiber attachments were quantified from three-dimensional volume reconstructions of spindles using Imaris (Bitplane) or maximum intensity projections of selected z sections using Fiji (SciJava).
Oocyte immunofluorescence
Before fixation, the oocyte were pre-permeabilized by a brief 10 s exposure to 0.25% Triton X-100. Oocytes were then fixed (30 min for mouse oocytes; 60 min for pig or human oocytes) at 37 C in 100 mM HEPES (pH 7; titrated with KOH), 50 mM EGTA (pH 7; titrated with KOH), 2% formaldehyde (methanol free) and 0.2% Triton X-100. Afterward, oocytes were extracted overnight at 4 C in PBS supplemented with 0.1% Triton X-100. All antibody incubations were performed in PBS, 3% BSA and 0.1% Triton X-100, either overnight at 4 C (primary antibodies) or for 3h at room temperature (secondary antibodies). Primary antibodies used were human ACA centromere CREST autoantibody (FZ90C-CS1058, Europa Bioproducts; 1:500 and 15-234-0001, Antibodies Incorporated; 1:50), rabbit anti-CENP-F (ab5, Abcam; 1:100), sheep anti-BubR1 (Abcam, ab28192; 1:50), mouse anti-Hec1 (ab3613, Abcam; 1:100) and rat anti-a-tubulin (MCA78G, Serotec; 1:1000). As secondary antibodies, Alexa Fluor488/564/647 labeled anti-mouse/anti-rabbit/antihuman/anti-sheep/anti-rat (Thermo Fisher; 1:400) were used. DNA was stained with 5 mg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes).
Immunofluorescence of tissue culture cells NIH 3T3 and HEK293T cells were seeded in 35mm glass-bottom imaging dishes (MatTEK). Cells were then pre-permeabilized with 0.25% of Triton X-100 for 60 s and fixed for 10 min in 100 mM HEPES (pH 7; titrated with KOH), 50 mM EGTA (pH 7; titrated with KOH), 2% formaldehyde (methanol free) and 0.2% Triton X-100. Primary antibody was diluted in PBS, 3% BSA and 0.1% Triton X-100 and the cells were incubated for 1.5h at room temperature (ACA centromere CREST autoantibody, FZ90C-CS1058, Europa Bioproducts; 1:500). Alexa Fluor488 anti-human (Thermo Fisher; 1:500) was used as a secondary antibody and DNA was counterstained with 5 mg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Molecular Probes).
Super-resolution immunofluorescence microscopy
Super-resolution images were acquired using the AiryScan module on Zeiss LSM800 and LSM880 microscopes equipped with 40x C-Apochromat 1.2 NA water-immersion objectives and processed post-acquisition using ZEN2. Images were acquired at a spatial resolution of 0.19 mm optical sections, covering the entire spindle. In experiments used for quantitative assessment of the fragmentation status of kinetochores, the spindles were manually rotated once the imaging dish was placed on the microscope, so that the long axis of the spindle was in parallel to the plane of the imaging dish. To achieve this, a single oocyte at a time was placed in the imaging dish and prior to image acquisition the oocyte was manually rotated with a tip of an unbroken microinjection needle until the desired orientation of the spindle was achieved. Because the resolution in the z-direction is inferior to that in the xy plane in the imaging techniques that we have used, rotating the oocytes to achieve a comparable orientation of the spindle relative to the imaging plane allowed us to make reliable assessments of kinetochore morphologies across different oocytes. Images depicted in the figure panels were recorded within the dynamic, non-saturated intensity range. The image intensities were then adjusted post-acquisition in a linear way to improve clarity of the displayed structures.
Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) of human eggs was performed on a Zeiss ELYRA S1 (SR-SIM) system equipped with a 63x C-Apochromat 1.2 NA water-immersion objective. Images were acquired at an optical slice thickness of 0.12 mm confocal sections, covering $20 mm.
Stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED) was performed on a two-color Abberior STED 775 QUAD scanning microscope (Abberior Instruments GmbH) equipped with 488 nm, 561 nm, and 640 nm pulsed excitation lasers, a pulsed 775 nm STED laser and a 100x oil immersion objective lens (N.A. 1.4) . Pixel size was 20 nm for all of the images. Laser powers and dwell times were kept constant between samples.
Confocal microscopy in fixed cells
To establish the effect of Trim-Away on the centromeric cohesin pool, we imaged chromosome spreads of metaphase-II mouse eggs using confocal microscopy. Trim-Away experiments in MII eggs were performed as described above. To compare the fluorescence of the centromeric pool of cohesin complexes between Trim-Away expressing MII eggs microinjected with either a control or an anticohesin antibody, both groups across all experimental repetition were imaged on the same microscope (Zeiss LSM880 equipped with a Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4 Oil immersion objective for the anti-Rec8 experiments and Zeiss LSM800 equipped with a Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4 Oil immersion objective for the anti-Smc3 experiments) using identical imaging settings. The z-intervals used were 0.45 mm and 0.36 mm, respectively, and the same number of z sections covering the entire chromosomal signal was used for the control and the experimental groups.
Confocal microscopy in live cells expressing fluorescent reporters or incubated with fluorescent dyes
Confocal images of live oocytes were acquired using Zeiss LSM800 and LSM880 microscopes at 37.5 C. Oocytes were imaged in M2 medium under oil using a 40x C-Apochromat 1.2 NA water-immersion objective. For chromosome behavior analysis following cohesin depletion the oocytes were typically imaged at a temporal resolution of 4-10 minutes and optical slice thickness of 1.5 mm, covering the entire spindle. To assess spindle dynamics following drug treatments the oocytes were imaged for 7 hours at a temporal resolution of every 15-20 minutes and optical slice thickness of 2.5 mm. Prior to any experiment aiming to perturb kinetochore organization, the general oocyte health was assessed using fluorescently labeled chromosomes and microtubules in live oocytes.
In order to compare the timing of progression through meiosis between oocytes from old and young mice, fluorescent dyes compatible with live imaging were used to follow chromosome (SiR-tubulin, Spirochrome, 1: 10,000) and microtubule (DNA 5-TMR-Hoechst, gift from G. Lukinavi cius, 1: 10,000) dynamics. In brief, isolated oocytes were transferred into M2 medium supplemented with dbcAMP and the above-mentioned dyes for 2h hours. To promote release from meiotic arrest, oocytes were washed through droplets of M2 medium lacking dbcAMP and transferred into imaging dishes containing M2 medium and the dyes only. For each experimental repetition, both old and young oocytes were imaged in the same imaging dish placed on the microscope for 22 hours (Zeiss LSM800 or LSM880). Images were acquired every 15 minutes at an optical slice thickness of 2 mm confocal sections covering 66 mm.
Immunoblotting
Oocytes were injected with mRNA coding for TRIM21 and fluorescently labeled chromosome and microtubule markers. Once the oocytes have reached the metaphase-II stage the following day, they were microinjected with anti-cohesin antibody or corresponding IgG control. After 2 hours, the chromosome morphology of each egg was scored by assessing the fluorescence signal on the microscope. Only eggs with roughly half of the chromosomes disintegrated into single chromatids at the time of assessment were selected for the ''partial depletion of Smc3'' group. The selected eggs were then washed in PBS, transferred in minimal volume of PBS into Eppendorf tubes and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (20 oocytes per group). On the day of Western Blotting, the eggs were thawed and resuspended in NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (Thermo Fisher). The mix was then heated at 95 C for 5 mins. Samples were run at 4 C on NuPAGE 4%-12% Bis-Tris gels (Thermo Fisher) and transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane. Antibody incubations were performed in TBS with 5% skim milk powder (w/v) and 0.05% Tween-20. Primary antibodies used were rabbit anti-Smc3 (Abcam, EPR7984) and anti-a-tubulin (rat, AbD Serotec). HRP-coupled secondary anti-rabbit (Invitrogen, 31462) and anti-rat (Santa Cruz, sc-2032) antibodies were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence (SuperSingal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate, Thermo Fisher, 34095).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Chromosome counting and assessment of kinetochore configuration All kinetochore fragmentation analysis in chromosome spreads and fixed eggs was performed on images that were acquired using super-resolution microscopy techniques (STED, SIM or AiryScan). Prior to analysis, the AiryScan images were processed postacquisition using ZEN2.
First, the total chromosome count of an egg was determined by assigning a number to each DNA unit (1-23 in humans, 1-20 in mice and 1-19 in pigs). To achieve this, sister chromatids that form a chromosome were annotated and individual single chromatids were marked in ImageJ. Subsequently, the kinetochore foci belonging to the same chromosome were identified by comparing CREST/ Hec1/CENP-A and Hoechst staining in consecutive z-planes spanning the entire chromosome. The two sister kinetochores of each chromosome were then marked with ''A'' and ''B,'' corresponding to the appropriate chromosome number.
All detection of kinetochore fragments on chromosome spreads was performed using automated spot detection function based on local maxima in Imaris (Bitplane; expected foci diameter: 200-250 nm). All automated spot detections were confirmed by visual inspection with minimal manual correction. The fragmentation status of a kinetochore was then additionally scored qualitatively by comparing the appearance of each kinetochore in single z sections in ImageJ. In Figure 1J , the ''concordant'' group includes all kinetochore/centromere pairs, where the automated spot detection function in Imaris detected multiple foci both in the CENPA signal and the Hec1 signal, or both the kinetochore and centromere were compact (single signal focus detected). All surface area, Feret's diameter (the maximum caliper) and circularity (circularity = 4pi x (area/perimeter^2, where circularity value of 1.0 indicates a perfect circle) measurements were performed in ImageJ on maximum intensity projections of appropriate z sections covering the entire kinetochore/centromere region. In Figure 1G , the dispersal of the centromeric domain was measured by comparing the surface area of the smallest circle encompassing the CENP-A signal. In Figure 1A , the fluorescence intensity of the centromere-associated CENP-A pool was quantified per centromere basis by selecting a region of interest (ROI) encompassing that centromere. Subsequently, the integrated density for that region was calculated (computed in ImageJ as Area of the ROI x Mean Grey Value) and finally the mean fluorescence of the background in that region multiplied by the area of the ROI was subtracted. The procedure was then repeated for all the centromeres in a given cell to obtain the egg's total centromeric CENP-A fluorescence. For quantifications in fixed eggs, kinetochore configurations were scored as follows: compact -a single CREST spot visible by inspection of the brightest z-plane, with a uniform single focus in the 3D projection, and fragmented-two or more discrete CREST foci, the outlines of which could be resolved. For fragmented kinetochores, the number of domains that could be resolved with confidence was further annotated. Because in aged mice and in the Trim-Away experiments targeting cohesins in young mice the CENP-A centromeric domain was observed to fragment into numerous foci of a diameter too small for a reliable evaluation of the exact number of foci by automated spot detection, we did not count the number of CENP-A foci and instead measured CENP-A fragmentation by evaluating Feret's diameter, surface area of the domain or its circularity.
Assessment of the effects of Trim-Away mediated cohesin loss on chromosome architecture in the metaphase of meiosis I The separation between sister kinetochores within the same pair (also known as iKT, intrakinetochore distance) and the distance between the two sister kinetochore pairs (bivalent's long axis or interkinetochore distance) was determined by an assessment of 3D reconstructions of meiosis I spindles fixed at the metaphase stage (Imaris, Bitplane). iKT depends on the amount of centromeric cohesion, while bivalent's long axis is a readout of the physical linkage between the homologous chromosomes of a bivalent and depends on arm cohesion. CREST and Hoechst signals were used to identify the four kinetochores of any given bivalent. The center of each kinetochore was detected with subpixel accuracy using the automated spot detection function based on local maxima in Imaris (Bitplane). The iKT and bivalent long axis length were then computed in Microsoft Excel using the Pythagorean Theorem on xyz coordinates of kinetochore centers defined by the automated spot detection function. In instances were the two sister kinetochores were too tightly linked to be resolved as two independent spots by AiryScan microscopy, the iKT was set to 0 mm.
Modes of kinetochore-microtubule attachment
All eggs that were included in the analysis were recorded using super-resolution microscopy techniques and single eggs were rotated on the microscope prior to image acquisition, as described in detail in the microscopy section above. Microtubule-kinetochore attachments were determined by 3D analysis of appropriate z sections. For quantification of k-fibers involved in an interaction, first the number of discrete k-fibers attaching to a kinetochore was determined. Then, the fragmentation status of the kinetochore was linked to its attachment mode, based on number assigned to the chromosome/chromatid (as described above). For k-fiber attachment modes, only kinetochores with end-on attachments originating from opposite spindle poles were included in the merotelic group, whereas k-fibers which were in a direct contact with a kinetochore, but were extending beyond the kinetochore, were scored as lateral.
Quantification of fluorescence intensity of the centromeric cohesin pool
The quantification of the efficiency of Trim-Away mediated depletion of the centromeric Rec8 and Smc3 cohesin pools was performed on MII chromosome spreads imaged with Zeiss confocal microscopes, as described above. All repetitions for each of the two experiments were performed on the same microscope using identical imaging conditions. The number of z sections recorded was the same for the control and the experimental group. Subsequently, a Sum Intensity Projection of all z sections was performed and the signal intensities were compared in ImageJ. In brief, first the centromeric region in each chromosome was identified in the control group using the CREST channel and an ROI (Region of Interest) was marked using a free drawing tool. Thus, the ROI included the two sister kinetochores of a chromosome and the centromeric regions located medially to the kinetochores. The ROI was then copied to the Rec8/Smc3 channel by using the ctrl+shift+E command and the Mean Intensity of the Rec8 signal in that region was computed. This procedure was performed for all remaining chromosomes in any given cell, with the area of ROI being kept constant. In our experimental group, the Trim-Away targeting of Smc3 or Rec8 resulted in the complete separation of chromosomes into sister chromatids, which was in line with our prediction. Analogous to the control cells, a ROI encompassing a kinetochore and its centromere was selected for each chromatid. The area ROI was kept constant for all measurements and as predicted from the separation of all chromosomes into single chromatids in our assays, the area occupied by the kinetochore and its centromere in the Trim-Away experimental group was roughly half of that in control cells, in which the two sister chromatids were still linked. To determine the value for background in our images, we calculated in each control/experimental cell the mean background intensity across five randomly selected regions on distal chromosome arms, which in meiosis II are cohesin-free. Subsequently, we computed the Final Fluorescence Intensity as Mean Fluorescence Intensity of ROI -Mean Background Intensity. In the few instances where the Mean Background Intensity was higher than the measured Mean Fluorescence Intensity in the centromeric region (0.78% for the control measurements, n = 510 and 9.75% for the Trim-Away experimental group, n = 800), likely indicative of centromeric cohesin depletion to a level that is lower than non-specific background signal, the negative values were assigned as zero. The values in each experiment were subsequently normalized to the mean Final Fluorescence Intensity of the control group, and all Final Fluorescence Intensity measurements were plotted in the form of boxplots.
Quantification of western blot mean band intensity
To assess the specificity and efficiency of protein depletion using the Trim-Away approach, the mean band intensities of the Smc3 signal were normalized to the intensity of the loading control standard (a-tubulin signal). Gel analysis plugin in ImageJ was used to quantify the band intensity and mean across three experimental replicates was calculated. All control and experimental groups for each experiment were blotted on the same membrane and exposed uniformly to the ECL solutions.
Statistical analysis
Average (mean), standard error of the mean and standard deviation were calculated in Microsoft Excel or OriginPro (OriginLab). Unless specified otherwise, significance analyses were based on Student's t test (always two-tailed) and were calculated using OriginPro. For comparison of absolute values, significance analysis was performed with the Fisher's Exact test using the XLSTAT add-on to Excel. In instances where the absolute values were coming from multiple experimental repetitions, an extension to Fisher's Exact test was applied (Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test, CMH). Three to six independent experimental replicates were performed for each experiment, with the following exceptions, where two experimental replicates were quantified: Hec1/CENP-C morphology assessment in MII eggs after full Trim-Away, CREST morphology evaluation in partial depletion of Smc3 in meiosis I and upon DMSO/Monastrol treatments, and Smc3 immunofluorescence intensity following Trim-Away. The data describing these experiments is presented in a form of boxplots, with the exception of Figures 3E, 3K , 5F, and 6H, where the average fragmentation rate across all samples is plotted. For quantitative analysis of these experiments, the average value of all measurements per oocyte (80 kinetochores in meiosis I and 40 kinetochores in meiosis II, in at least 20 oocytes microinjected twice) was compared by one-way ANOVA followed by Turkey's test to compare the experimental groups. In Figure 1A , the Integrated Density of 42 eggs coming from three independent experimental replicates was normalized and compared as above, with the total centromeric CENP-A intensity per egg compared across the two groups. The STED measurements in Figure 1G were performed on 1776 kinetochores from young/aged mice and 46 independent images were acquired. P values are designated as *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 and ****p < 0.0001. Non-significant values are indicated as ''N.S.'' All diagrams were generated using Origin 8 Pro. All box plots show median (horizontal lines), mean (small squares), 25th and 75th percentiles (boxes), and 5th and 95th percentiles (whiskers).
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